
academy
[əʹkædəmı] n

1. 1) академия
the Academy of Arts - Академия художеств (в СССР )
the Royal Academy of Arts - Королевская Академия искусств (в Великобритании)

2) (the Academy) академия, ежегодная выставка живописи и скульптуры (в Лондоне)
3) (the Academy) = the Royal Academy of Arts [см. 1)]
2. 1) высшее учебное заведение
2) привилегированноесреднее (частное) учебное заведение
3) амер. частная средняя школа-интернат
3. специальное учебное заведение, школа

military academy - военное училище
riding academy - школа верховой езды
academy of music - музыкальное училище

4. (the Academy)
1) филос. платонизм
2) = Academe 1

Apresyan (En-Ru)

academy
acad·emy AW [academy academies ] BrE [əˈkædəmi] NAmE [əˈkædəmi]
noun (pl. acad·emies )
1. a school or college for special training

• the Royal Academy of Music
• a police/military academy

2. (usually Academy ) a type of official organization which aims to encourage and developart, literature, science, etc
• the Royal Academy of Arts

3. a↑secondary school in Scotland

4. a private school in the US

5. a↑secondary school in England which receives some of its money from a private business or person instead of from the government

Word Origin:
late Middle English (denoting the garden where Plato taught): from French académie or Latin academia, from Greek akadēmeia,
from Akadēmos, the hero after whom Plato's garden was named.

Example Bank:
• He later studied at the Royal Academy.
• He specialized in naval history at the Naval Academy.
• He went to Ayr Academy.
• He's a cadet at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst.
• She trained at the Royal Academy of Music.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

academy
a cad e my /əˈkædəmi/ BrE AmE noun (plural academies ) [countable]

[Word Family: noun: ↑academy, ↑academia, ↑academic, ↑academe, ↑academician; adverb: ↑academically; adjective: ↑academic
≠UNACADEMIC]

[Date: 1500-1600; Language: Latin; Origin: academia, from Greek Akademeia school in Athens at which the ancient Greek thinker
Plato taught, named for Akademos a hero in Athenian stories]
1. an official organization which encourages the developmentof literature, art, science etc:

the American Academy of Arts and Letters
2. a college where students are taught a particular subject or skill:

a military academy
the Royal Academy of Music

3. a school in Scotland for children between 11 and 16
4. a private school in the US
5. previously city academy in England, a state secondary school that is run with help and money from private organizations or
people
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